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                                  Research paper: Authentic Skin 

  

 

We all have skin to protect our inner body from the world and to collect vitamin                 

D. However, some individuals lack the substances needed to keep our skin            

healthy. So they use Authentic skin as a supplement to protect their real skin.              

The Authentic skin is used as a coat to shield our real skin from what can be                 

harming our real skin. Authentic skin can be both beneficial and harmful to our              

body. Harmful because of the lack of minerals your real skin would consume and              

clogging your pores. But, on the other side there are many benefits that the              

Authentic skin has. Authentic skin can reduce the risk of cancer and the             

overwhelming consumption of vitamins that we need for our body.  

 

  

 



Our skin is layers of tissue designated to shield the muscles within the body. The               

skinny as three layers: The epidermis, the outermost layer of skin, provides a             

waterproof barrier and creates our skin tone.The dermis, beneath the epidermis,           

contains tough connective tissue, hair follicles, and sweat glands. The deepest           

tissue ,hypodermis, is made of fat and connective tissue. Without our skin, that             

would allow our body to endure all of the bacteria and dirt that we are surrounded                

by to enter into the depths of our muscles and destroy our body. The duty of the                 

white blood cells would then be challenged and put our body at a higher risk of                

forming an infection. Which will eventually lead to our death. With our skin             

present , the complications that the blood cells would have without our skin , the               

possibilities of that happening are slim to none.  

 

Many of those who suffer from lack of melatonin will proceed to invest in              

Authentic skin because of the protection that they will receive . Lack of melatonin              

increases the risk of skin cancer, referred to as melanoma. People with lack of              

melatonin will have to put on sunscreen to protect their skin from burning and              

festering. Sitting out too long in The Sun can cause excessive consumption of             

the sunlight and vitamin D and now the purpose of authentic skin would come              

into play. The Authentic skin would be either be applied surgically and or by a               

cosmetologist who specializes in skin authentication.  

 



 

 

This authentic skin is not only used for protection of the skin but it is also a                  

science experiment used to test out the cosmetics that are used on a daily basis.               

The Authentic skin is grown and produced inside of laboratories. According to            

“wired.com” : It’s not harvested from people, though. MatTek grows its own            

human skin, and then sells it to companies that want it—companies that make             

laundry detergent, makeup, toilet bowl cleaner, anti-aging creams, tanning lotion. 

 

Without lab-grown skin, these companies would be testing products on animals,           

usually rabbits, shaved to expose patches of naked skin. This practice is            

straight-up illegal for cosmetics in Europe now, and increasingly ethically dubious           

everywhere else.” Which proves that the authentic skin can be used for more             

than just a protective seal, but as a supplement for animals that are used for               

science experiments. This authentic skin can be used for many positive things            

but.  

 

Also , the prices for these authentic skin cares are very reasonable for those who               

are “middle class men”. Like every man made product, it has its flaws. 

 

 



 

As we may know , things that are synthetic do not have the same value as                 

the real thing. Such as our real skin. Authentic skin may provide a safer              

environment for experimental animals , for example rabbits. However the          

authentic skin does not have all of the characteristics that our real skin has.              

Authentic skin is made of a biopsy sample that has been , modified to replicate               

itself during time. The cells inside of the skin “reproduces” , and according to              

DECCAN chronically newsfeed, Britain is the first to make a model of this             

authentic skin-. “ British scientists have developed the first lab-grown epidermis -            

the outermost skin layer - with a functional permeability barrier akin to real skin.”-              

shows that also authentic skin does not have all of the layers that we humans               

have.  

 

As mentioned before, humans have three layers of skin - the epidermis , the              

dermis and the hypodermis. In the study case above, there is only one layer of               

skin produced while the other two remain in the dark . The reactions that the man                

made skin may provide may not be one hundred percent accurate compared to             

how the human skin will or can react. Which is in this case A downfall . The                 

amount of damage that Authentic skin can cause is unbearable and it will be              

expensive to recover is something were to go wrong with the tests. Authentic skin              

 



is also considered to be made of plastic which is not good for the skin. Natural                

decay in the body after death is to be expected but as some may know plastic                

does not dissolve. The decaying period of this would take years to eternity. 

 

The use of authentic skin can have its downfalls , however , it can have its                

benefits.  Many of those who use authentic skin care tested items will experience  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


